
T he PC 180 is CBE’s new entry-level control panel with LED
indicators. PC 180 takes all the established functionality of
the LED panels and adds some interesting new features, like

the twilight sensor that automatically controls the LEDs’ brightness
according to the ambient light level. “Recreational vehicles with adju-
stable-height front beds have been very popular for several years”,
says Paolo Moiola, CBE export sales manager. “At night, though,
when the bed is down, the person sleeps in line with the control
panel over the door. Like this, the illuminated LEDs can be irksome.
Yet the control panel must show that it is working and must report
any devices in use. That is why we have added a twilight sensor
(which can be turned off manually, if necessary) to automatically turn
down the LEDs and eliminate any possible nuisance – an especially
useful feature as modern LEDs’ brightness and performance continue
to grow. What’s more, we have slightly expanded the LED display
scale for a more precise readout. But the main developments concern
the new design that has certainly given the product a more modern,
attractive look and feel while, above all, affording a vastly superior
end-user experience. The buttons, for example, are backlit and work
mechanically, thus, unlike the membrane buttons, providing a tactile,
high-quality feel as well as greater durability”. 
Unveiled last year at the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon, the PC 180 is just
the first in a new range of control panels designed by CBE to bring
OEM customers a complete set of products with the same family feel
from entry level through to the top of the range. All models have the
same outer dimensions, and the various versions also have similar top
and bottom strips to house the buttons. The difference lies in the
central area, which has been conceived to enable different solutions:
LED indicators, monochrome LCD displays, and higher-spec color

LCD displays, some with
touch screen. 
Future developments
may include new con-
trol panels with electro-
nic touch-sensitive
capacitive switches. The
new design would sup-
port that, since the con-
trol-panel body is now a
single piece, unlike the
old main body with an
outer frame covering
the screw heads. That is
because, with PC 180,
the fixing screws have been replaced by two springs that hold it in
place by applying forces inside the hole on the portion of wall above
the entrance door. As a result, the product now looks much better
and is also simpler and quicker for the manufacturer to install. 
“PC 180 is the foundation of a new family of products,” continues
Paolo Moiola. “In the caravanning sector, with its low production
volumes, it is not worth investing in developing a dedicated industrial
design for a single model. PC 180, soon to be joined by the PC 280
and PC 380, features an original, contemporary design that certainly
has the flexibility to suit a wide spectrum of professional customers
with divergent needs. The finishing on the button strips can be custo-
mized, and it is available in rubberized, textured rubberized, or poli-
shed effects. And, of course, the unit can be supplied with persona-
lized silk-screening and colors. The buttons, meanwhile, have CBE’s
hallmark icons and symbols. We have chosen this approach to
emphasize a sense of continuity with the corporate identity even in
such highly innovative products as these.” 
PC 180 is backwards compatible with the LED control panels that
CBE has produced and sold in recent years. It can be installed as an
aftermarket solution by enlarging the mounting hole.
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CBE launches a new generation of control panels based on the new PC 180, soon to be followed by other
models with the same family feel
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The future is here
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W ith a history of more than 36 years, CBE is a leading
company in Europe in the field of electrical and elec-

tronic systems for recreational vehicles and boats.
Headquartered in Trento, Italy, CBE is a project partner of
motorhome and caravan manufacturers around the world.
CBE develops customised solutions for all aspects of on-
board electrical systems, from control panels to distribution
boards, from chargers to sensors, sockets, switches and
even complete vehicle wirings. Quality, reliability and safe-
ty are constant features of CBE's operational dynamics.
CBE has obtained UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 certification.

Company Profile

Exhibitions: 
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Salone del Camper – Parma (IT) - 14.9 – 22.9.13

F rom late 2013, two new accessories will be availa-
ble to manage and control CBE photovoltaic
systems: the PRS 300 load regulator and the PT

642 test panel.
The new PRS 300 can operate at up to maximum power
of 300 watt, making it possible to choose the charge line
not just for gel and lead batteries, as in the older models,
but also for the now-widespread AGM batteries. But this
third charge line is not the new regulator’s only innovative
feature. Indeed, the PRS 300 has been developed with
technology that enables the photovoltaic modules to operate at higher output. In testa-
ment to this approach, the heat sink has been completely removed, as it was no lon-
ger necessary. The regulator has the same shape, size and appearance as the earlier PRS
240 model, except that it is black (not

grey), and it has silver (not white) silk-screening. Warning information is provided in this
version once again by LEDs, which look the same as in the previous model but offer an
extra function. Along with the standard LEDs indicating battery recharge at maximum
current until full-charge voltage, maintenance phase at constant voltage, and alarm for
incorrect electrical connections, there is a new LED to indicate “solar on”, so users can
see that the installation has been completed properly, even when the sun is not out.
Meanwhile, we have also given a brand new look to the innovative PT 642 test panel,
the cornerstone of a new product range with digital displays and touch technology. It
has an LCD display showing both the battery voltage in volts and the photovoltaic
module’s instantaneous charge current in amperes, at the same time. And with the
touch technology, all it takes is a light touch to activate the test panel and bring up the
data display. The PT 642 test panel can be used also with the Modular Plates range; in
particular, it can be personalized with different color frames. 

Refreshing the solar system range

CBE launches a partnership
with Westfalia

T wo prototypes that Westfalia is set to show at the
Düsseldorf Caravan Salon will feature CBE components.
The Trento-based company will be supplying the control

panel and the 12V distribution box for the two new mid-range
Westfalia MPVs that will receive their world premiere at the
German fair. “We are delighted to launch this partnership with a
historic marque with an excellent worldwide reputation,” com-
ments Bruno Conci, CBE managing director. “Our aim is also to
work closely together on the cabling and on designing the electri-
cal systems. But our primary concern now is to fulfill the require-
ments and meet the needs of the German manufacturer professio-
nally and efficiently”.




